SPECIFICATION DRAINAGE

Z1231EZ
Lavatory Carrier
Leave Your Carrier Code Book Behind
Z1231EZ-15-UN-42

Whether you’re a prefab contractor or the project engineer, our EZ Lavatory Carrier easily adapts
to any application on the jobsite.
The carrier features universal arms, an independent horizontal and vertical bracket system, and
only two anchors per upright foot. You’ll save steps without sacrificing strength behind the wall or
compliance down the line.
Meet All Project Requirements
Universal arms
250 lb load rating

Bracket system for
horizontal/vertical adjustment

Post anchor
adjustability

Z1231EZ-15-UN-42-WL

Two foot
anchors

No more paging through codes for compatibility or upfront
staging. The carrier’s universal arms allow contractors to
adjust height in the field and assemble with virtually any
sink application.

Set Up Horizontally or Vertically
This is the only carrier on the market with an independent
bracket system you can position horizontally or vertically.
The intuitive, flexible connection system works with the site’s
configuration—not the other way around.

Save Steps with Less Foot Anchors
Cut your install time and costs in half. Instead of four foot
anchors, this carrier secures in place with two. The anchors
support up to 250 lbs, while limiting floor penetrations and
eliminating the need for relegging.

Take the labor out of your next lavatory installation. Specify your next project at inspec.zurn.com.

Z1231EZ Lavatory Carrier
Engineering Specification
Z1231EZ Universal Carrier System is designed to reduce installation time and ensure jobsite flexibility. The carrier system comes
standard with Dura-Coated, ductile iron universal arms, including leveling screws and preinstalled soft-set elastomeric locking
devices. Reversible header plates with slots and integral welded arm sleeves provide 2" [51 mm] of horizontal adjustment per plate,
which allows for horizontal post anchoring adjustment between 13"-21" [330 mm - 533 mm]. Uprights, rigid spacing plates, and
header plates are factory assembled. The system’s Dura-Coated uprights constructed of carbon-steel tubing meet ASTM A500 Grade
C standards. Uprights also include welded steel plate mounting feet that feature separate bolt patterns for use with either (2) 3/8"
[10 mm] or 1/2" [13 mm] anchors per leg. Carrier feature lower and upper rigid plates for a spacing of 17" [432 mm]. Upper spacing
plate includes horizontal slots for securing water supply and vent piping. The carrier system exceeds load and deflection requirements
in accordance to ASME Standard A112.6.1M at all rough-in positions and meets OSHPD spacing requirements for two anchor per
upright installation.

Prefixes

PATENT PENDING

-Z	Dura-Coated System with Support Plate

Suffixes
-AL	Adapter Lug
-D	Back to Back System
-EXT	Extension Sleeve
3"-5" [76 mm - 127 mm]
-WL Waste Line Sleeve

APPROXIMATE WEIGHT
LB [KG]
43 [19]

Design and dimensional data (inches and [mm])
are subject to manufacturing tolerances and change without notice
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